INTRODUCTION
The orbital elements of the pairs ADS 674 (Erceg, 1981) and ADS 2849 (Erceg, 1978) are not in agreement with new observations. The orbital elements of the pair ADS 4002 M cA18Aab, c were calculated in 1976 (Mc Alister, 1976) . Taking into account the new observations, this pair was observed during approximately 20 years, and that makes about two whole periods. That is why it was interesting to check the previous results. For the pairs W DS 07269+2015 = CHARA 26 and ADS 6138, according to our knowledge, the orbital elements are calculated for the first time. Besides the well known catalogues, we also used catalogue of Popović et al. (1998) .
RESULTS
Our results show that all previously computed orbital elements have significantly changed. For the pairs ADS 2849 and CHARA 26 new periods have been obtained which are twice as long as the old ones.
For some observations we considered that it was necessary to change the quadrant (θ obs + 180 o ). Such observations are marked with asterisk in Table  2 . All numerical results (the orbital elements, O -C residuals and ephemeris) are given in Tables 1 -3 . Graphic presentations of the apparent orbits are given in Figures 1 -5 . The results which correspond to the pairs ADS 674, ADS 2849 and ADS 6138 were also published in Information Circular of IAU Commision 26 (Double stars), (Olević and Jovanović, 1998) . 
